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Abstract
The (p, k)-coloring problemsgeneralize the usual coloring problemby replacing stable sets by cliques and stable sets.Complexities
of some variations of (p, k)-coloring problems (split-coloring and cocoloring) are studied in line graphs; polynomial algorithms or
proofs of NP-completeness are given according to the complexity status. We show that the most general (p, k)-coloring problems
are more difﬁcult than the cocoloring and the split-coloring problems while there is no such relation between the last two problems.
We also give complexity results for the problem of ﬁnding a maximum (p, k)-colorable subgraph in line graphs. Finally, upper
bounds on the optimal values are derived in general graphs by sequential algorithms based on Welsh–Powell and Matula orderings.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with (p, k)-coloring problems where one has to decide whether the set of vertices of a given
graph can be partitioned into p cliques and k stable sets. For a graph G and for p and k ﬁxed, if a (p, k)-coloring
of G exists, then we say that G is (p, k)-colorable or equivalently G ∈ KpSk where KpSk is the class of (p, k)-
colorable graphs. Many different versions of (p, k)-coloring problems can be considered: (pmin, k)-coloring consists
of ﬁnding pmin = min{p | G ∈ KpSk} for a ﬁxed k and in a similar way, (p, kmin)-coloring is the problem of ﬁnding
kmin = min{k | G ∈ KpSk} for a ﬁxed p. These are the most general (p, k)-coloring problems and there are some
more restricted versions: the split-coloring problem, deﬁned ﬁrst in [6] and studied in [4], deals with the problem of
ﬁnding the split-chromatic number S(G) which gives min{k | G ∈ KkSk}. This problem amounts to partitioning the
vertex set of a given graph into a minimum number of split graphs (a graph is a split graph if its vertex set can be
partitioned into a clique and a stable set). Finally, in the cocoloring problem, one determines the cochromatic number
z(G) = min{p+ k | G ∈ KpSk}. The cocoloring problem was ﬁrst introduced by Lesniak et al. in [17] and extensively
studied since then [4,9,12]. There is also a packing problem associated to (p, k)-coloring: given a graph G, ﬁnd
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Table 1
NP-completeness of (p, k)-coloring problems
Cocoloring Split-coloring (p, k)-coloring
L(tree) Polynomial Polynomial Polynomial
L(bipartite) Polynomial NP-hard NP-hard
L(bipartite multigraphs) NP-hard NP-hard NP-hard
L(line-perfect) Polynomial NP-hard NP-hard
G = G ∪ nK2n NP-hard Polynomial NP-hard
a maximum (p, k)-colorable induced subgraph. This maximum size is denoted by p,k(G). Clearly, all of the problems
described above are NP-complete in the most general case.
In the present paper, we will consider the edge version (called edge-(p, k)-coloring) of each one of these problems
where a clique is replaced by either a triangle or a bundle (which is the set of edges adjacent to a same vertex) and a
stable set by a matching. This amounts to considering the (p, k)-coloring problems in line graphs; given a graph G, in
its line graph, denoted by L(G), edges of G are replaced by vertices and two vertices of L(G) are adjacent iff the corre-
sponding edges are adjacent in G. In this case, z(G), S(G), (p, k) and p,k become, respectively z′(G), ′S(G), (p, k)′
and ′p,k .
For a given graph G = (V ,E) with |V | = n and |E| = m, (G) stands for the maximum degree of G, i.e., the
largest degree d(x) of a vertex x in G and M(G) for the size of a maximum matching in G. Moreover, (x) denotes the
set of neighbors of a vertex x, i.e., vertices adjacent to x.A graph is called line-perfect whenever its line graph is perfect.
A triangle-free (TF) graph is deﬁned by the absence of induced triangles. Note that bipartite graphs are included in
the class of line-perfect graphs and also in the class of TF graphs while there is no inclusion relationship between TF
graphs and line-perfect graphs. In general, the graphs will be simple (no loops, no multiple edges). See [2] for graph
theoretical deﬁnitions not given here.
Earlier results on this topic for cographs (graphs without induced path on 4 vertices) are given in [4] and for chordal
graphs (graphs where every cycle of length at least 4 has a chord, i.e., an edge linking two non adjacent vertices of a
cycle) in [14]. In both articles, polynomial time algorithms are derived for all (p, k)-coloring problems using structural
properties of these classes of graphs. In [6], polynomial time resolution of the split-coloring problem in cacti (connected
simple graphs where no two elementary cycles share an edge) is given. Other papers concentrate on the polynomial
time recognition of general (p, k)-colorable graphs [7,16]. As a consequence of some of these results, for a perfect
graph G and for p and k ﬁxed, one can recognize in polynomial time whether G ∈ KpSk .
We shall derive polynomial algorithms for the above mentioned problems in the class of line-graphs. Note that we
will formulate the problems in G rather than in L(G) unless otherwise stated. When appropriate, NP-completeness
results will be established. In Section 2, (p, k)-coloring problems are considered in line graphs of trees, bipartite graphs
and line-perfect graphs. Notice that a polynomial algorithm for (pmin, k) or (p, kmin)-coloring (for any p and k) would
immediately imply polynomial algorithms for the split-coloring and the cocoloring versions; hence general (p, k)-
coloring problems are more difﬁcult than these two versions. In Section 2, we show that cocoloring is polynomial while
split-coloring is NP-hard in line graphs of bipartite graphs. We also construct a class of graphs where split-coloring is
polynomial while cocoloring is NP-hard, showing that none of these two problems is more difﬁcult than the other. The
results established in this section are summarized in Table 1. Here nK2n is the graph consisting of n disjoint copies of
K2n (complete graph on 2n vertices) and G ∪ nK2n designates an arbitrary graph G to which a nK2n is added without
link between G and nK2n.
Section 3will give the complexity status of themaximum (p, k)-colorable subgraph problem in line graphs according
to the values of p and k. We also give polynomial time algorithms for some special cases. Table 2 gives a summary of
these results (without indication of a class of graphs, the results are valid for general graphs). Here k or p free means
that they are not part of the input.
Finally in Section 4, before concluding, we provide two types of sequential coloring algorithms, inspired from
the Welsh–Powell (WP) and Matula sequential coloring procedures, to obtain upper bounds on optimal values of
split-coloring and cocoloring problems. For deﬁnitions and basic results related to complexity, the reader is referred
to [11].
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Table 2
′
p,k
in bipartite, line-perfect and TF graphs
k (stable sets) p (cliques)
Fixed Free
0 Polynomial Polynomial (tree)
NP-hard (bipartite)
1 Polynomial NP-hard (bipartite)
Fixed (k2) Polynomial (line-perfect) NP-hard
NP-hard (TF)
Free Polynomial (line-perfect) NP-hard
2. (p, k)-coloring line graphs
The (p, k)-coloring problem in a line-graph L(G) can be viewed as an edge-(p, k)-coloring problem on G where
the objective is to cover the edge set of G by p bundles and/or triangles (instead of cliques) and k matchings (instead
of stable sets). An edge-cocoloring solution will be denoted by the set Z ′ of vertices (which are the centers of bundles)
and triangle(s), knowing that the remaining edges will be covered by matchings only.
2.1. (p, k)-coloring in block graphs
Remark that line-graphs of trees are special block graphs where any vertex is contained in at most two cliques. In
the sequel, we will show some results on block graphs in general. G is a block graph if every maximal 2-connected
component is a clique. We consider a block graph and we assume that it is given by the list of its cliques (with their
sizes) and articulation vertices. Note that any block graph can be equivalently given as a forest where white vertices
represent cliques, their weightsw represent the sizes of the corresponding cliques and black vertices are the articulation
vertices. In what follows, we work on this forest representation where any leaf has a unique neighbor which is a black
vertex.
Theorem 1. For any block graph, (pmin, k)-coloring can be solved in time linear in the number of maximal cliques.
Proof. Noting that block graphs are perfect, we have to choose aminimum number of cliques such that in the remaining
graph the size of any clique is at most k. To do that, we shall ﬁrst search the forest once to collect the following data:
• The degree of each vertex,
• the branch degree (number of adjacent vertices which are not leaves) of each black vertex,
• the set L of leaves (white vertices of degree 1 or 0) of weight different from (k+1) or of weight (k+1) if the branch
degree of its black vertex is 1.
The solution set P will contain the vertices representing cliques that should be chosen, we can proceed as follows:
(1) As long as L is not empty, pick a vertex x in L:
(a) If w(x)k + 2, then introduce x into P , remove x and its black vertex v, decrease by 1 the weight of the
neighbors of v, update the degrees of these neighbors.
(b) If w(x)k, then remove x, decrease the degree of its black vertex by 1.
(c) If w(x) = k+ 1, then introduce into P the unique white vertex y adjacent to its black vertex, delete x, its black
vertex, y and all black vertices adjacent to y.
(d) For each black vertex deleted at step (a) or (c), decrease by 1 the weights of its neighbors, update the degrees
of its neighbors, the list L and branch degrees of black vertices adjacent to leaves just introduced into L.
(e) Delete black vertices of degree 1.
(2) In each connected component, choose exactly one white vertex to be introduced into P and delete the component.
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The optimality of the solution results from the following facts:
(a) A leaf of weight at least (k + 2) belongs necessarily to every solution.
(b) If a leaf x of weight at most k belongs to an optimal solution P∗, then there is necessarily a white vertex y of weight
greater than or equal to (k + 1) in the neighborhood of its black neighbor and (P∗ \ {x}) ∪ {y} is another optimal
solution; so we do not introduce such an x into P .
(c) If an optimal solution contains a leaf x of weight (k + 1) for which a unique vertex y in the neighborhood of its
black neighbor is not a leaf, then (P∗ \ {x}) ∪ {y} is an optimal solution as well.
Each time one applies rule (a), (b) or (c), the remaining graph is a forest whose trees have the same black–white structure
and an optimal solution of this graph extends the current solution to an optimal solution (of the whole graph).
Finally, note that when rules 1. (a), (b), (c) cannot be applied anymore, the remaining graph consists of independent
stars with a black center and white leaves of weight (k + 1); choices made at step 2. are obviously optimal.
Let us now evaluate the complexity. The initialization phase needs O(K) (searching algorithm) where K denotes
the number of white vertices (there are at most K black vertices). At each step 1. (a), (b), (c), at least one white vertex
is removed. Let us ﬁrst evaluate the number of updates in step 1. (d) except for branch degrees. Such updates are
performed when a black vertex is removed and concern directly its neighborhood. The total complexity is O(K) (the
number of edges). Finally, the number of times the branch degree of a vertex is updated is at most the degree of this
vertex. Therefore, the overall complexity is O(K). 
Note that the above result provides polynomial algorithms for all (p, k)-coloring problems (not necessarily with the
same time complexities) in block graphs and consequently in line graphs of trees as well.
2.2. Edge-cocoloring in bipartite graphs
In this case, the edge-cocoloring problem consists of covering the edge set of bipartite graphs with a minimum
number of matchings and bundles (since there are no triangles). Knowing that in bipartite graphs, there are al-
ways (G) matchings covering all the edges, at each step of our algorithm, we will decide either to complete the
edge-cocoloring by matchings only or to introduce into the solution some vertices. The following lemma gives the
decision rule.
Lemma 2. For any bipartite graph G, if z′(G) = (G) − t where t > 0, then vertices with degree strictly greater
than (G) − t are in Z ′.
Proof. Suppose that we do not include in Z ′ all vertices with degree greater than (G) − t . Then, there is a vertex
with degree at least (G) − t + 1 − p, where p is the total number of vertices introduced into Z ′. It is easy to verify
that in what follows, we cannot have a solution with a value better than (G) − t + 1. 
This result allows us to derive the following recursive algorithm to ﬁnd an optimal edge-cocoloring in bipartite
graphs.
Edge-cocoloring of bipartite graphs (ECCB)
input : a bipartite graph G
output : a minimum edge-cocoloring Z ′ of G with value z′(G).
Begin
If G = ∅ then
Pick a vertex x of maximum degree in G;
z′(G) = min{(G), 1 + z′(G[V \ {x}]};
If z′(G) = 1 + z′(G[V \ {x}]) then Z ′ := Z ′ ∪ {x} Fi;
If z′(G) = (G) then Z ′ = ∅ Fi;
Fi
End.
Theorem 3. For any bipartite graph, ECCB solves the edge-cocoloring problem in time O((m + n) log n).
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Proof. The correctness of ECCB follows from Lemma 2: at each step, either all maximum degree vertices have to be
included in Z ′ or we can complete the edge-cocoloring by matchings only and no other decision would be better.
The time complexity is O((m + n) log n) by using a heap with the vertices in non increasing order of degrees. In
fact, updating the structure when the vertex on the top of the heap is removed can be made in time O(log n) and there
are exactly (m + n) updates. 
Remark 4. If triangles are excluded from any solution, then the above algorithm ﬁnds an optimal cocoloring in every
class of graphs where ′(G) = (G) holds.
Theorem 5. The problem of deciding whether z′(G)k, k ∈ N is NP-complete in bipartite multigraphs, even if the
multiplicity is 2.
Proof. The problem trivially belongs to NP. In order to prove its intractability, we propose a reduction from a restriction
of 3-SAT (Lemma 6) by revisiting the usual reduction from 3-SAT to vertex covering [11] and then by using a reduction
from vertex covering to our edge-cocoloring problem.
Lemma 6. The restriction of 3-SAT for which each literal appears at most three times and the number of clauses is at
least 32 times the number of variables is NP-complete.
Proof. Let us consider an instance I of 3-SAT with n > 6 variables (x1, . . . , xn) and m clauses C1, . . . , Cm. W.l.o.g.
we can assume that every variable appears at least two times: once in the positive form and once in the negative one.
One can also construct (see for instance [20]) an equivalent instance I ′ for which every variable appears in at most 3
clauses and every literal in at most two clauses. In fact, if a variable xi appears k times in I, k4, we replace xi by
k new variables x1i , . . . , x
k
i : the ﬁrst occurrence of xi is replaced by x
1
i (the nature of the related literal, positive or
negative, being preserved), the second one by x2i , and so on. We introduce k 3-clauses (x¯1i , x2i , x2i ), . . . , (x¯ki , x1i , x1i )
guaranteeing that variables x1i , . . . , x
k
i have the same truth value for any feasible truth assignment.
We denote by n′ the number of variables in I ′ and by m′ the number of clauses. It is straightforward to ver-
ify that in the new instance, each literal appears at most three times and every variable at most four times and
at least twice. Consequently, m′2n′/3 and clauses contain at most 4n′ literals (with repetitions). It remains pos-
sible to use 2n′ literals l1, . . . , l2n′ in additional clauses such that every literal appears at most three times. We
then add n′ new variables y1, . . . , yn′ and n′(2 + 2n′/3) clauses: (yi, y¯i , li ), (yi, y¯i , ln′+i ), i = 1, . . . , n′, and
(yi, y¯i , yn′−i ), (yn′/3+i , y¯n′/3+i , y¯n′−i ), i = 1, . . . , n′/3. These clauses are true for every truth assignment and
every literal appears at most three times among all clauses. Moreover, there are at least 2n′/3 + 2n′ + 2n′/3 > 3n′
clauses (n′ > 6) for 2n′ variables. Note ﬁnally that the above construction is polynomial, which concludes the proof
of Lemma 6. 
Let I be an instance of 3-SAT with n variables and m clauses satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 6: m3n/2 and
each literal appears at most three times.
Let us then revisit the reduction to vertex covering [11]: one can construct in polynomial time a graph G = (V ,E)
where |V | = 2n + 3m and |E| = n + 6m and satisfying (G)4 such that:
(G)k = n + 2m ⇔ the restricted 3-SAT instance is satisﬁable.
Here (G) denotes the value of a minimum vertex cover in G. In what follows, we show how to construct in poly-
nomial time a bipartite multigraph B with edge-multiplicity not exceeding 2 such that (G)n + 2m ⇔ z′(B)
3n + 6m + 8.
Construction of B: Let us ﬁrst consider the bipartite representation of G: BG is a simple bipartite graph deﬁned by
BG = (V ,E,EB), (v, e) ∈ EB ⇔ v is incident to e in G. In B, every E-vertex has a degree 2 while every V-vertex
has a degree not greater than (G)4. We ﬁrst add to V a set W of m+ 4 isolated vertices. For every vertex e ∈ E, we
add a set Xe of 2n + 4m + 7 vertices Xe = {xie, i = 1, . . . , 2n + 4m + 7} all connected to e by a simple edge: Ee =
{(e, xie), i = 1, . . . , 2n+ 4m+ 7}. Finally we add a set K = {y1, . . . , yk+2} = {y1, . . . , yn+2m+2} vertices completely
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connected to vertices of V ∪W by double edges: let EK = {(yi, v)1, (yi, v)2, i = 1, . . . , n+ 2m+ 2, v ∈ V ∪W }. So
B =
(
K ∪ E,V ∪ W ∪
(⋃
e∈E
Xe
)
, EB ∪
(⋃
e∈E
Ee
)
∪ EK
)
.
Wedenote byV 1B = K∪E andV 2B = V ∪W∪(
⋃
e∈E Xe) the color classes ofB. The construction is clearly polynomial.
Let us then evaluate the degree of vertices in B:
∀ v ∈ V ∪ W, dB(v)4 + 2k + 4 = 2n + 4m + 8,
∀ e ∈ E, dB(e) = 2n + 4m + 9,
∀ y ∈ K, dB(y) = 2|V ∪ W | = 4n + 8m + 8,
∀ x ∈ ⋃
e∈E
Xe, dB(x) = 1.
(G)n + 2m ⇒ z′(B)3n + 6m + 8: Let us now suppose that (G)k = n + 2m and denote by V ′ ⊂ V ,
|V ′| = n + 2m a vertex cover of G. Let us then consider B \ V ′ = B[V 1B ∪ V 2B \ V ′].
Since |V ′| = n+ 2m and V ′ covers edges of G, when one removes V ′, the degree of vertices in E decreases at least
by 1 and the degree of vertices in K decreases by 2(n + 2m). Thus, the maximum degree of B \ V ′ satisﬁes:
(B \ V ′)  max{2n + 4m + 8, 2n + 4m + 9 − 1, 4n + 8m + 8 − 2(n + 2m)}
= 2n + 4m + 8.
Consequently, z′(B \ V ′)n + 2m + 2n + 4m + 8 = 3n + 6m + 8.
(G)n + 2m ⇐ z′(B)3n + 6m + 8: Let us now suppose z′(B)3n + 6m + 8 and consider ﬁve sets
X′ ⊂ (⋃e∈E Xe), E′ ⊂ E,V ′ ⊂ V,W ′ ⊂ W,K ′ ⊂ K such that
|W ′|+|X′|+|E′|+|V ′|+|K ′|+(B \ (W ′ ∪ X′ ∪ E′ ∪ V ′ ∪ K ′))3n+6m+8. (*)
Let us denote by B′ the graph B \ (W ′ ∪ X′ ∪ E′ ∪ V ′ ∪ K ′) = B[V 1B ∪ V 2B \ (W ′ ∪ X′ ∪ E′ ∪ V ′ ∪ K ′)].
W.l.o.g., we can assume that X′ = ∅: in fact, if one adds to the remaining graph every vertices of X′ and deletes
their neighbors, the degree cannot increase while the number of vertices cannot decrease. The same holds for W ′.
Let us then notice that |E′|2n + 4m + 8 < |E|. In fact, in the opposite case we deduce from equation (*) that
|K ′| + |V ′| < 3n + 6m + 8 − (2n + 4m + 8) = n + 2m < |K|.
Consequently, K \ K ′ = ∅ and |(V ∪ W) \ V ′| > n + 2m + 4, which implies that (B′) > 2n + 4m + 8. Finally, by
using |E′| > 2n + 4m + 8, we get
|E′| + (B′) > 4n + 8m + 16 > 3n + 6m + 8
which contradicts (*).
Since |E′| < |E| and X′ = ∅, we deduce (B′)2n + 4m + 7 and (*) implies:
|K ′| + |E′| + |V ′|3n + 6m + 8 − (2n + 4m + 7) = n + 2m + 1.
We deduce K \ K ′ = ∅ and
2(|E \ E′|)2(n + 6m − (n + 2m + 1) + |V ′|) = 8m − 2 + 2|V ′| > 4|V ′|.
Consequently, since in BG the degree of every vertex in V is at most 4 and the degree of vertices in E is 2, at least one
vertex in E \ E′ has a neighbor in V \ V ′, which implies (B′)2n + 4m + 8.
Then, (*) implies |V ′|n + 2m and moreover, since K \ K ′ = ∅, by considering the degree of vertices in K \ K ′,
we get
(B′)4n + 8m + 8 − 2|V ′|,
(*) implies |V ′|4n + 8m + 8 − (3n + 6m + 8) = n + 2m. So |V ′| = n + 2m.
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Consequently, |V ′| + (B′) = 3n + 6m + 8 and then (*) implies |E′| = 0. Thus, V ′ covers every edges of G since
in the opposite case (B′)2n + 4m + 9 and consequently z′(B)3n + 6m + 9, which concludes the proof. 
2.3. Edge-split-coloring in bipartite graphs
Theorem 7. The edge-split-coloring problem is NP-hard for bipartite graphs.
Proof. The decision version is clearly in NP. So in order to prove that it is NP-complete, we propose a reduction from
(pmin, 1)′-coloring in bipartite graphs.
Let (B, k) be an instance of this problem, where B = (V 1B, V 2B,EB) is a bipartite graph and k ∈ N. The related
question is: is it possible to remove k vertices from B such that the remaining graph has a degree at most 1? This
problem is NP-complete [24].
W.l.o.g. we can assume that k(B) − 1 since, in the opposite case, the instance is clearly positive. We construct a
bipartite graph B ′ by adding, for every vertex v of B, (k − 1) vertices (x1v , . . . , xk−1v ) which are connected to v:
B ′ =
⎛
⎝V 1B ∪
⎛
⎝ ⋃
v∈V 2B
Xv
⎞
⎠ , V 2B ∪
⎛
⎝ ⋃
v∈V 1B
Xv
⎞
⎠ , EB ∪ EX
⎞
⎠ ,
where ∀v ∈ V 1B ∪ V 2B,Xv = {x1v , . . . , xk−1v } and EX = {(v, xv), v ∈ V 1B ∪ V 2B, xv ∈ Xv}.
We then consider L(B ′) as an instance of split-coloring and show that the instance (B, k) is positive if and only if
S(L(B
′))k.
Let us ﬁrst suppose that (B, k) is positive and consider a set V ′ ⊂ (V1 ∪V2) such that |V ′|  k and(B[V \V ′])1.
Since k(B)−1, we have (B[V \V ′]) = 1. Consequently, by construction of B ′, we get (B ′[V \V ′]) = k, which
implies S(L(B ′))k.
Let us now suppose that S(L(B ′))k. It means that
∃V ′ ⊂ VB ′ , |V ′|  k,(B ′[V \ V ′])  k.
In fact, an optimal split-coloring of L(B ′) contains at most k cliques which can be covered by k maximal cliques
corresponding, in B ′ (there is no triangle) to vertices in V ′. W.l.o.g., we can assume V ′ ⊂ VB : in the opposite case,
consider the set V ′ \ (V ′ ∩ (⋃v∈V 1B∪V 2B Xv))∪(
⋃
v∈V 1B∪V 2B Xv), where for a set of vertices A, (A) denotes the set of
neighbors of vertices in A. Then, (B ′[V \ V ′])k ⇒ (B ′[V \ V ′])1, which implies that (B, k) is positive. 
Proposition 8. There is a class of graphs for which the split-coloring problem is polynomially solvable while the
cocoloring problem is NP-hard.
Proof. Let us consider the class G of graphs obtained by adding a graph denoted by nK2n and consisting of n induced
cliques of cardinality 2n to an arbitrary graph G of order n (without any link between G and nK2n), thus ∀G′ ∈ G, G′ =
G ∪ nK2n. Let us ﬁrst remark that S(kKk) = z(kKk) = k and furthermore kKk is a critical structure for split-coloring
problem (the deletion of any vertex decreases by one the split-chromatic number) but not for the cocoloring problem.
As nKn is an induced structure in G′, obviously S(G′)n. Now let us consider the split-coloring solution formed
by taking n cliques of size 2n. Then, the remaining graph G can be partitioned into at most n stable sets. The value of
this solution is n and hence S(G′) = n.
As for the cocoloring problem in G′, note that an optimal cocoloring of G completed by n cliques covering nK2n
constitutes a solution and therefore z(G′)z(G)+ n. On the other hand, an optimal cocoloring of G′ contains at least
n cliques included in nK2n. Consequently, this cocoloring induces a cocoloring of G with at most z(G′)− n stable sets
or cliques. This implies that z(G′)z(G) + n and therefore z(G′) = z(G) + n.
In conclusion, for any graph G′ in the above class, the split-coloring problem is trivial while the cocoloring problem
is NP-hard. 
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2.4. Edge-cocoloring in line-perfect graphs
We recall some basic properties of line-perfect graphs.
Lemma 9. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) G is a line-perfect graph,
(2) G has no induced elementary odd cycles of length more than three [22],
(3) ∀ partial graphs G′ of G, ′(G′) = ′(G′) where ′(G) is the largest number of mutually adjacent edges.
The edge-cocoloring problem consists in ﬁnding a minimum number of bundles, triangles and matchings that cover
all the edges. Note that we have ′(G) = (G) if (G)3 for any line-perfect graph G. It follows that for (G)3
edges of a line-perfect graph can be polynomially covered by (G) matchings (considering each color as a matching).
Let us ﬁrst remark that for (G)2, ﬁnding z′(G) is a trivial problem. In fact, z′(G) = 1 if (G) = 1 or G is a
triangle, z′(G) = 2 if G is two triangles or one triangle and a matching or two matchings and z′(G) = 3 otherwise. In
what follows, we will only deal with the case where (G)3.
We propose a recursive algorithm which will extend the edge-cocoloring with (G) matchings whenever (G)
z′(G) and in the opposite case, i.e., if (G) > z′(G), it will include in the solution either a bundle or a triangle in the
remaining graph. The following lemma will be useful for designing the algorithm.
Lemma 10. In a line-perfect graph, if Z ′ is an optimal solution of edge-cocoloring with a minimum number of
triangles, then,
(1) there are at most two disjoint triangles in Z ′,
(2) there are no two triangles with a common vertex in Z ′.
In fact, three triangles can always be replaced by three matchings and two triangles with at least one common vertex
by either two bundles or a bundle and a matching.
If (G) > z′(G), then in an edge-cocoloring solution Z ′ with a minimum number of triangles, let us observe the
two following cases for any vertex x of maximum degree:
(1) x ∈ Z ′ ⇒ z′(G) = 1 + z′(G[V \ {x}]).
(2) x /∈ Z ′ ⇒ there is at least one triangle containing vertex x in the solution. According to Lemma 10, if we use a
triangle containing a vertex x of maximum degree, then we will need at least d(x)− 2 bundles and/or matchings in
order to complete the edge-cocoloring, implying z′(G)d(x) − 1 and therefore z′(G) = d(x) − 1. It means that
there is an optimal solution of edge-cocoloringwith at most one triangle. Consequently, if z′TF stands for the value of
an optimal solution of (TF) edge-cocoloring which does not contain any triangle, then z′(G) = 1+z′TF(G[V \Tx]),
where Tx is the set of vertices of the chosen triangle.
Bringing all these considerations together, z′(G) = min{(G), 1+ z′(G[V \ {x}]), 1+ z′TF(G[V \ Tx]}. Finally, let us
note that according to Remark 4, z′TF can be computed in the same way as z′ in bipartite graphs.
Edge-cocoloring of line-perfect graphs (ECCLP)
input : a line-perfect graph G
output : a minimum edge-cocoloring (Z ′, T ′) of G with value z′(G).
Begin
If G = ∅ then
Pick a maximum degree vertex x in G;
z′(G) = min{(G), 1 + z′(G[V \ {x}]), 1 + z′TF(G[V \ Tx])}, Tx = {x, a, b}
such that (a, b) ∈ N(x) and (a, b) ∈ E(G);
If z′(G) = 1 + z′(G[V \ {x}]), then Z ′ := Z ′ ∪ {x} Fi;
If z′(G) = 1 + z′TF(G[V \ Tx]), then T ′ := T ′ ∪ Tx Fi;
If z′(G) = (G), then Z ′ = ∅, T ′ = ∅ Fi
Fi
End.
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Theorem 11. For any line-perfect graph G, ECCLP computes z′(G) in time O((m2 +mn) log n).
Proof. The correctness of ECCLP is already veriﬁed. For the time complexity, the most expensive part is due to the
computation of z′TF(G[V \ Tx]) for each triangle linked to a maximum degree vertex. Let us remark that in a line-
perfect graph G, the neighborhood of a maximum degree vertex does not contain an induced path on four vertices
because otherwise L(G) would have an odd cycle of length at least ﬁve implying that L(G) is not perfect. It follows
that the number of triangles sharing a vertex x of maximum degree is limited by d(x). Therefore, we will compute
z′TF(G[V \ Tx]) at most m times which will take time O((m2 + mn) log n). 
3. The maximum (p, k)-colorable subgraph in line graphs
Let us recall that a stable set in a line graph L(G) corresponds to a matching in G and that a clique in L(G) may
correspond either to a triangle or to a bundle (of the same size as the clique) in G. Therefore ﬁnding p,k(L(G)) is
equivalent to the problem of ﬁnding a subgraph of maximum size (w.r.t. edges) in G whose edge set can be covered
by k matchings and p bundles and/or triangles. This optimal value is denoted by ′p,k(G). We thus have ′p,k(G) =
p,k(L(G)).
Lemma 12. If (p, k)′-coloring is NP-hard in a class G of graphs, then ﬁnding ′p,k is also NP-hard in G.
3.1. Computing ′0,k
In this section,we are dealingwith the problemof ﬁnding a kmatching (union of kmatchings) ofmaximumcardinality
in G. Note that ﬁnding ′0,k(G) is very closely related to the edge coloring problem since each color in an edge coloring
corresponds to a matching. For this reason, the problem of ﬁnding a maximum edge subgraph which can be covered
by k matchings is called maximum edge-k-coloring problem [8].
It is shown by Holyer [15] that deciding whether an input graph is 3 edge-colorable is NP-hard. This implies
immediately that the maximum edge-k-coloring problem is NP-hard for every k3. Then, Feige et al. showed that the
maximum edge-k-coloring is NP-hard even for k = 2 [8]. In other words, ﬁnding ′0,k in general line graphs is NP-hard
for k2.
It follows that computing ′p,k is NP-hard for k2 and for all p. In fact, the problem of ﬁnding ′0,k in a given graph
G can be reduced to the problem of computing ′p,k in a graph G′ obtained from G by adding p bundles (each one with
n edges where n is the number of vertices in G).
Proposition 13. For any k2, the problem of ﬁnding ′0,k is polynomially solvable in line-perfect graphs.
Proof. If (G) = 2, then G consists of isolated cycles and paths and it is trivial to compute ′0,k . Otherwise, if G
is simple with (G)3 then ′(G) = ′(G) = (G); therefore, edges of G can be covered by (G) matchings.
Consequently, for k3, the problem of ﬁnding ′0,k is equivalent to the (edge) maximum degree bounded subgraph
problem where given a graph, the objective is to ﬁnd a subgraph containing as many edges as possible and such that the
degree of any vertex is at most k. This problem is known to be polynomially solvable [5] (but NP-hard if the subgraph
is required to be connected) and efﬁcient algorithms have been given to ﬁnd such subgraphs [10]. On the other hand,
ﬁnding a maximum subgraph with degree bounded by 2 is not equivalent to computing ′0,2 since the maximum degree
in an odd cycle is bounded by 2 but it cannot be covered by 2 matchings. If G is line-perfect, then G does not contain
any odd cycle except triangles [22]. Moreover, for k = 2, one can ﬁnd in polynomial time a maximum TF subgraph
with degree bounded by 2 using the algorithm designed by Hartvigsen [13]. 
Note that for k3, the problem of ﬁnding ′0,k is polynomially solvable in any graph G having ′(G) = (G). As
for the bipartite graphs, ′0,k(G) is obtained by a simple maximum ﬂow algorithm (from the source to the sink) on
the network containing graph G = (A,B,E) and where the edges between A and B have capacity one while edges
connecting A-vertices to the source and B-vertices to the sink have capacity k.
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As shown in [3], ﬁnding a 2-regular partial graph without cycles of length 5 is NP-hard. It follows from the proof
that ﬁnding ′0,2 is difﬁcult in TF graphs.
3.2. Computing ′k,k
Let us ﬁrst consider the case k = 1. Clearly we have M(G) + (G) − 1′1,1(G)M(G) + (G). We will now
examine different cases with respect to the value of the maximum degree.
If (G)4, then let us consider the graph G′ obtained from G by linking every maximum degree vertex to an
additional vertex v. We have the two following cases:
(1) Either there is a maximum matching in G which leaves at least one maximum degree vertex unsaturated and then
we have M(G) = M(G′) − 1 yielding 1,1(G) = M(G) + (G) = M(G′) + (G) − 1.
(2) Or all maximum matchings in G saturate all maximum degree vertices and then we have M(G) = M(G′) yielding
1,1(G) = M(G) + (G) − 1 = M(G′) + (G) − 1.
So in both cases we have ′1,1(G) = M(G′) + (G) − 1.
If (G) = 3, then ′1,1(G) = M(G) + (G) iff there is a maximum matching leaving a maximum degree vertex
unsaturated or leaving a TF, i.e., containing no edge of a triangle and otherwise ′1,1(G) = M(G)+(G)− 1. Remark
that triangles are either single (do not touch any other triangle) or in diamonds (two triangles sharing one edge). Let us
construct the graph G′ mentioned above and give weights to its edges in the following way: edges of each one of the t1
single triangles of G have weight 1 (but not the ones created by the addition of v) and all the other edges have weight
0. Note that any matching can have at most one (weighted) edge in each triangle. Now, let us compute a maximum
matching M∗ of minimum weight W(M∗) in G′ and consider the following cases:
(1) Either there is a maximum matching in G which leaves at least one maximum degree vertex unsaturated and then
we proceed as the case 1 for (G)4.
(2) Or all maximum matchings in G saturate all maximum degree vertices (included those in diamonds, which implies
that there is no free triangle in any diamond); so M(G) = M(G′). Then,
(a) if W(M∗) < t1, then M∗ leaves at least one TF and therefore ′1,1(G) = M(G′) + (G),
(b) otherwise every maximum matching has at least one edge of each triangle and therefore ′1,1(G) = M(G′) +
(G) − 1.
Finally, if (G) = 2, then either G contains a (isolated) triangle and then ′1,1 = M(G) + 2 or there is no triangle in
G and in this case we have ′1,1 = M(G) + 1 if G admits a perfect matching and ′1,1 = M(G) + 2 otherwise.
Note that the result for (G)4 holds also for bipartite graphs without restriction on maximum degree since there
is no triangle in this case.
Theorem 14. ′1,1(G) can be polynomially computed in any graph with the same time complexity as for a maximum
matching of minimum weight.
Proof. One of the above methods has to be applied with respect to the value of (G) for the graph in consideration.
The time complexity is dominated by the case (G) = 3 where we compute a maximum matching of minimum weight
in G′. This requires the detection of all triangles in G, which can be done in time O(m) by a breadth ﬁrst search since,
in the case where (G) = 3, the number of triangles is at most n (this value is attained with n/4 isolated cliques of
size 4). 
Note that for k not part of the input, Theorem 7 together with Lemma 12 implies that ﬁnding ′k,k is NP-hard even
in bipartite graphs.
3.3. Computing ′p,0
Let us ﬁrst remark that for a ﬁxed p, an exhaustive search will give ′p,0 for an arbitrary graph since the number
of maximal cliques is polynomially bounded in line graphs of general graphs. This implies that the complexity status
of ﬁnding ′p,k for a ﬁxed p is the same as for ′0,k . Consequently, ﬁnding ′p,k for a ﬁxed p is NP-hard in general
graphs while it is polynomial in bipartite graphs and line-perfect graphs. Obviously, this argument is no longer valid for
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a ﬁxed k and p = 0 because the number of maximal stable sets is not necessarily polynomially bounded in line graphs
of general graphs; in fact a complete bipartite graph has a non-polynomial number of maximal matchings.
Now, let us consider line graphs of TF graphs where cliques correspond only to bundles in the original graph since
there is no triangle in TF graphs. Hence ﬁnding ′p,0 is reduced to searching p bundles containing a maximum number
of edges. In addition to this, we know that the maximum stable set problem and consequently the minimum vertex
covering problem are NP-hard in the class of TF graphs [21]. It is straightforward to see that computing ′p,0 is also
NP-hard because otherwise we could solve vertex covering problem by checking whether ′p,0(G) = m or not for
different values of p.
On the other hand, the problem of ﬁnding ′p,0 in bipartite graphs is NP-hard but polynomially solvable in trees [1].
Finally, let us recall that, as mentioned in Section 2.3, (p, 1)′-coloring problem (for p free) is NP-hard in bipartite
graphs. Lemma 12 implies that ﬁnding ′p,1 is NP-hard for bipartite graphs and consequently for line-perfect graphs.
Furthermore, the same reduction as in the proof of Theorem 7 implies that ﬁnding ′p,k remains NP-hard for any
ﬁxed k.
The results of this section, namely the complexity status of ′p,k problems according to p and k in the class of
bipartite graphs, line-perfect graphs and TF graphs, are summarized in Table 2 in the introduction.
4. Sequential algorithms for (p, k)-coloring problems
Let us ﬁrst concentrate on the split-coloring problem. Bounds on other (p, k)-coloring problems will be then easily
derived by the same approach.
4.1. Weish Powell sequential algorithm
By analogy with the well known sequential coloring algorithm of Welsh and Powell [23], we may devise a similar
procedure for the split-coloring problem.
We start by ordering the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn of a graph G = (V ,E) in non-decreasing order of degrees, i.e.,
d(v1)d(v2) · · · d(vn). Then we color sequentially the vertices of G starting from v1 and using the smallest
available color; so the color c(vi) given to vertex vi will satisfy c(vi) min{i, d(vi) + 1}. This partial coloring will
give us the stable sets of the different split graphs to be determined for obtaining a split-coloring of G.
In addition to this, we start from vn and we construct the cliques which are in the different split graphs. For doing
so, we may consider the complement G¯ of G in which the degrees d¯(vi) are given by n − 1 − d(vi); so we have
d¯(vn) d¯(vn−1) · · ·  d¯(v1). Constructing the cliques in G is equivalent to constructing a coloring (in the usual
sense) of G¯. So we start from vn and apply the sequential coloring algorithm; the color c¯(vi) of vertex vi will satisfy
c¯(vi) min{n − i + 1, d¯(vi) + 1} = min{n − i + 1, n − d(vi)} for i = n, n − 1, . . . , 1. Starting from both ends,
we get to a point where we have two consecutive vertices vl, vl+1 such that vl has been colored in G by starting from
v1 and vl+1 in G¯ by starting from vn; we compute AWP(l) = max{min{l, d(vl) + 1},min{n − l, n − d(vl+1)}}; then
vertices of G can be covered by AWP(l) split graphs; they are obtained by taking in S1 the vertices vi of G with color
1 and with i l; in K1 we take the vertices vi of G with color 1 and i l + 1. This gives the ﬁrst split graph in the
split-coloring. We continue in the same way for colors 2, 3, . . . , AWP(l). Now we have to ﬁnd min1 ln−1 AWP(l) in
order to determine at which vertex vl we have to stop in coloring G from v1 and G¯ from vn. So we obtain the bound of
Proposition 15 for the split-chromatic number S(G).
On the other hand, it is easily seen that replacingAWP(l) byZWP(l) = min{l, d(vl)+1}+min{n−l, n−d(vl+1)} and
taking the minimum on l gives a bound on the cocoloring problem. As for the more general (p, k)-coloring problems,
the vertex where we have to stop when coloring G from v1 and G¯ from vn is decided during the algorithm; in the
(p, kmin)-coloring (resp. (pmin, k)-coloring) problem, we stop at the ﬁrst vertex l which cannot be colored by a color
c(l)p (resp. c(l)k) in coloring G from v1 (resp. G¯ from vn) and the remaining vertices are colored starting from
vn (resp. v1).
Proposition 15. For any graph G we have S(G) ¯WPS (G) = min1 ln−1 AWP(l) and z(G) z¯WP = min1 ln−1
ZWP(l).
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4.2. Matula sequential algorithm
One can exploit the analogy of the above coloring procedure with the procedure (SL) “smallest last” of
Matula [18,19] where one places at the last available position of the order a vertex with a minimum degree in the
remaining graph. Such an ordering (smallest last) give a bound of 1 + max{min{dH (v)|v ∈ H }H subgraph of G} for
the chromatic number. The difﬁculty is that this order may not be the same as the one obtained by inserting at the
beginning of the order a vertex with largest degree in the remaining graph. To avoid this problem, we may ﬁx a priori
the vertices to be colored as cliques and the vertices that will be in some stable sets. To do so, one solution consists in
splitting the graph G into two graphs: GS = G[{v1, v2, . . . , vl}], where v1, v2, . . . , vl are l vertices of smallest degrees
in G and GK = G[{vl+1, vl+2, . . . , vn}], where vl+1, vl+2, . . . , vn are the remaining vertices, i.e., the n− l vertices of
largest degrees inG. Now, one can apply theSL algorithm toGS for obtaining stable sets and to G¯K for obtaining cliques.
Obviously, we use at most maxH⊆GS{1 + minv∈H {dH (v)}} stable sets and at most maxH¯⊆GK {1 + minv∈H¯ {dH¯ (v)}}
cliques. Let us denote AM(l) = max{maxH⊆GS{1 + minv∈H {dH (v)}},maxH¯⊆GK {1 + minv∈H¯ {dH¯ (v)}}} and
ZM(l) = maxH⊆GS{1 + minv∈H {dH (v)}} + maxH¯⊆GK {1 + minv∈H¯ {dH¯ (v)}} then the following bounds are
obtained.
Proposition 16. For any graph G we have S(G) ¯MS (G) = min1 ln−1 AM(l) and z(G) z¯M = min1 ln−1
ZM(l).
Once again, the above version of SL algorithm may be used to obtain some bounds on general (p, k)-coloring
problems. Different methods can be developed to decide the vertex where the algorithm stops. For instance, one may
try to assign in p cliques as much as possible vertices of largest degrees in G by taking the maximum np where applying
the SL algorithm on the complement of the graph induced by np vertices of largest degrees necessities not more than
p colors. Then, a bound on k is obtained by applying the SL algorithm to the remaining graph.
Both of the above approaches are built on the idea of adapting WP and SL (Matula) algorithms in a way that vertices
of small degrees are taken in stable sets and vertices of large degrees are set in cliques, which is intuitively correct.
This approach is certainly more appropriate to (p, k)-coloring problems even though its positive effect is not directly
observed on the theoretical bound obtained.
As for the complexities of these algorithms, both the computations of AWP(l) and AM(l) (respectively ZWP(l) and
ZM(l)) are made by one search of vertices and therefore is sequential. In return, taking the minimum on every possible
values of l prevents the procedure from remaining sequential.
It is well known that the SL algorithm of Matula gives a bound on the chromatic number which is less than or
equal to the WP bound. Since this inequality holds for both of the terms of AM and AWP (and ZM and ZWP) one may
conclude that for any graph G, we have ¯MS (G) ¯WPS (G) and also z¯MS (G) z¯WPS (G), i.e., the theoretical bounds are
systematically much better for Matula algorithm than for WP algorithm.
Remark 17. We should just remember that these values are actually upper bounds on the split-chromatic and cochro-
matic numbers but the number of colors used are generally much below these values as shown by the ﬁrst numerical
experiments. Further computational experiments are needed to derive valid conclusions on the efﬁciency of these
approaches. Our purpose here is just to study these properties from a theoretical point of view.
5. Conclusion
This research has settled the complexity status of some variations of vertex coloring problems in line graphs; there
are still classes of perfect graphs for which this question is not solved. It will in particular be interesting to ﬁnd natural
classes where split-coloring is easy and cocoloring is not. In addition, for ﬁnding ′p,0, the boundary between easy
(trees) and difﬁcult (bipartite graphs) problems should be explored.
On the other hand, further research will be needed to develop approximation algorithms for the difﬁcult problems
occurring in line graphs.
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